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G-W is a proud member of the
SHAPE America Teacher of the Year

partner network.

Ready, Set, Go! 
Make an impact on your students on Day 1 with the help of 
G-W’s dynamic Instructor Resources.

Created to motivate and engage students while also saving 
teachers time, these comprehensive packages of skills-based 
education reinforce learning, encourage important discussions, 
and provide opportunities for students to practice new skills.

Best of all—they are classroom-tested by experienced 
educators and are ready to use!

Together, we can reach all students!
With G-W, your program will offer:   

• Materials differentiated by learning style, student interest,        
skill level, and ability

• Diverse, equitable, and inclusive language and photographs 
throughout the entire program 

• Spanish health resources to support English language learners 

• Accessible materials for students with learning challenges 

• A choice of print and digital materials to give students the     
skills-based learning experience that works best for them

Written by award-winning experts in health and physical education, G-W’s resources 
and activities provide opportunities for students to learn, practice, and apply 

essential skills that incorporate wellness into their daily lives now and into the future.

A Lifetime of Healthy
Living Starts Here

Go Digital with G-W!
Flexible Integration • Quick Implementation • Easy Navigation

Bring improved flexibility to your Health and PE courses with a 
modular lesson approach from G-W.

• The module-and-lesson approach enables greater 
customization for your class. 

• Quickly download a zip folder with access to the 
comprehensive collection of student and teacher resources 
for each module.

• New for Health! Self-contained lessons allow you to select 
the topics that align to your course length, your course 
schedule, and your curriculum.

G-W supports

If you prefer a combination of print and digital, contact your G-W Educational Consultant to find out 
about our affordable bundle options. G-W resources adapt to your needs and preferences, help you 
achieve your learning goals, and guide your students to the mastery of key health and wellness skills.
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El juego de la vida

INICIO

FIN

Desayunas 
todas las 
mañanas.

Te quedas 
despierto 

hasta tarde 
todos los días 

de semana.

Rechazas la bebida alcohólica que 
te ofrece un 

compañero.
Un amigo te ofrece un cigarrillo. Decides probarlo.

Haces 60 minutos 
de actividad 

todos los días.

Decides que 
tu per�l de 

red social sea
 público.

Te abrochas el 
cinturón de

 seguridad cuando 
estás en un 
automóvil.

No te relajas 
y estás 
siempre 

estresado.

Los adolescentes que no duermen lo 
suficiente tienen un mayor riesgo de 
desarrollar obesidad, sufrir lesiones y 

tener una mala salud mental.

Desayunar contribuye 
a mejorar la memoria 

y la concentración.

Las personas que no beben 
no pueden volverse 
adictas al alcohol.

Fumar reduce la 
esperanza de vida en 

unos siete u ocho años.
Hacer actividad física de 

forma periódica reduce en 
un 35 por ciento el riesgo 
de tener una cardiopatía y 

un accidente 
cerebrovascular.

Configurar tu perfil como 
público aumenta el riesgo de 

robo de identidad y de que 
los depredadores de internet 

usen la información para 
violar tu privacidad.

Los cinturones de seguridad reducen 
en un 50 por ciento el riesgo de sufrir 
lesiones graves y en un 45 por ciento 

el riesgo de muerte.

Sufrir estrés a largo plazo 
puede aumentar el riesgo 

de tener ansiedad, 
depresión, dolores de 
cabeza y cardiopatías.

Estilo de vida 
saludable

Estilo de vida 
no saludable

Rueda giratoria: wongstock/Shutterstock.com; casilleros del juego: EkaterinaP/Shutterstock.com;  
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5.3-2 Health Effects of Tobacco Products
Tobacco products have many health effects in common. These are 

health effects related to the impact of nicotine. They also have specific 
health effects based on the type of product.

The Impact of Nicotine
All tobacco products have nicotine. Most combustible tobacco 

products have nicotine from the leaves of the tobacco plant. E-liquids with 
nicotine have a synthetic form. In fact, e-liquids in vapes sometimes have 
more nicotine than cigarettes.

Nicotine is a highly addictive substance. This means it is difficult to 
stop using it. In 2010, the US Surgeon General stated that nicotine was as 
addictive as cocaine and heroin. 

A person who uses nicotine has a serious risk for developing a substance 
use disorder. The stages of substance use are experimentation, regular use, 
tolerance, dependence, and addiction. A person with an addiction to nicotine 
may have unpleasant withdrawal symptoms when they try to stop using it. 

Make Decisions
Consider the stories of Dwayne, Ximena, and 

Audrey. Are they making healthy decisions? What, 
if anything, can they do to be healthier? Rewrite 
each person’s story to include a healthier decision. 
Include any knowledge or refusal skills each 
person would need to make these decisions. 

Share your new stories with a partner. 
Discuss how a few small decisions can affect 
your health. Then, write a story about your own 
personal experience with tobacco. If you could 
go back in time in your story, what decisions 
would you make?

Practice Your Skills
While Dwayne is in the hospital with pneumonia, 

his doctor tells him a likely factor for his illness is his 
daily vaping habit. She warns him of the harmful 
effects. Dwayne is stunned. He did not realize vaping 
was harmful. He knew cigarettes were dangerous; he 
has seen pictures of damaged smokers’ lungs in his 
health classes. Vaping seemed safe, especially since he 
used nicotine-free vape.

Ximena has loved playing basketball since she was 
a kid. Lately, she has coughing fits during practice. She 
also gets out of breath more quickly. Ximena does not 
vape, but she sits with her friends while they do. She 
knows that may cause her coughing fits. Ximena does 
not want to spend less time with her friends. But she 

worries about not making the varsity team next year if 
she does not get away from the aerosol.

Audrey is around people who use tobacco all the 
time. Her mom smokes cigarettes. Her older brother 
vapes. One day, a boy at school offers Audrey a vape. 
Audrey thinks that one time cannot hurt. Then Audrey 
remembers her mother’s stained yellow teeth and 
fingers. She also thinks about her brother’s worsening 
asthma and smelly clothes. Audrey gives the vape 
back. She says, “No, thanks. I’ve seen what smoking 
has done to my family and I don’t want to start.”

Case Study
“Just” a Vape

Silarock/Shutterstock.com
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• Aligns to the CDC’s Health Education Curriculum Analysis Tool (HECAT)

• Includes the most current, medically accurate health information

• Uses current, appropriate, inclusive terminology

• Provides ready-to-use activities and assessments written by experts and award-
winning Teachers of the Year  

New to the 2025 editions 
• UPDATED information about medication misuse, dangerous social media 

challenges, refusal skills, and other current topics  

• UPDATED Building Your Skills features that focus on mental health, community 
health, and technology and the media

• NEW notes for differentiation in the Teacher’s Edition for all feature and review 
skills activities and UPDATED notes in lesson plans 

• NEW skills-based activities embedded throughout the text

• NEW skills-based rubrics and scope and sequences to help teachers assess       
skills mastery 

New 2025 
Copyright

In addition to core health topics such as nutrition, physical activity, and mental health, Health Skills for Middle School features 
contemporary health topics, such as vaping, opioids, social media, mindfulness, empathy and resilience, and online communication. 
This skills-based program gives students the opportunity to learn, practice, and apply new health skills in a variety of contexts.

Aligns with the
National Health Education 
Standards and the National 

Sex Education Standards

Aligns with the National 
Health Education Standards

©2025, 4e, 464 pp., 624 pp
by Catherine Sanderson, Mark Zelman, Lindsay Armbruster, and Mary McCarley

All assignments and assessments are 
editable, accessible resources! 

Simple design allows for easy import into 
Google Classroom or your LMS 

Spanish Resources
Included!

• Foundations for Health and Wellness
• Personal Health and Wellness
• Food, Nutrition, and Physical Activity
• Building Mental and Emotional Health
• Tobacco, Alcohol, and Other Drugs
• Safety
• Social Health

Two companion texts are available to 
accompany Essential Health Skills:

Human Development and Relationships 
•  Human Development and Reproduction 
•  Violence 
•  Pregnancy and STIs 

Human Development, Relationships, and 
Sexual Health also includes
•  Sexuality
•  Sexual Feelings and Abstinence
•  Pregnancy Prevention 

Comprehensive Health Skills includes all 
of these lessons within the main text. 

Topics Include

Building Mental and 
Emotional Health

Lesson 4.1

Look for the skills icon   to practice health skills. 
After studying this lesson, you will be able to
4.1–1 Summarize the meaning of mental and emotional health.
4.1–2 Describe the different parts of a person’s identity.
4.1–3 Explain strategies for building self-esteem.
4.1–4 Practice methods to assess mental and emotional health.

mental health conditions  
patterns of thoughts and 
feelings that decrease 
mental and emotional 
health

mental distress  conditions 
that interfere with daily 
function for a short time

identity who you are, 
including physical, social, 
and psychological features

values what a person sees 
as most important

beliefs ideas or thoughts a 
person is confident are true

attitudes how a person 
thinks or feels about 
someone or something

self-image your mental 
picture of yourself; also 
called self-concept

self-esteem how you feel 
about yourself

self-talk  thoughts about 
oneself

As you read this lesson, create an organizer 
that includes the physical, social, and 
psychological parts of identity. For each 

section, identify specific examples of traits 
that would fall under each main topic. 

Reading 
and 

Notetaking 
Activity

Key Terms

Goodheart-Willcox Publisher

Learning Outcomes

Essential Question

What are identity, self-image, and self-esteem?

Lesson image: 
UserGI15613517/iStock/Getty Images Plus  
via Getty Images

Physical Parts of Identity

Specific examples of physical traits include...

Social Parts of Identity

Specific examples of social traits include...

Psychological Parts of Identity

Specific examples of psychological traits include...
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Questions to Help Assess Mental
and Emotional Health

How happy or 
sad have you 
been feeling?

Do you feel in 
control of your 
emotions and 

actions? 

How often and 
intensely do you 

worry about 
situations? 

Has anyone 
mentioned 

changes in your 
behavior? 

Do you enjoy 
the activities 
that you are 

doing?

How healthy are 
your relationships 
with friends and 

family? 

Have you been 
confident or 

critical of your 
abilities? 

Middle schooler: Lorelyn Medina/Shutterstock.com; Question Marks: Blan-k/Shutterstock.com
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Middle School Health

Lesson 1.1 Case Study 
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Lesson 1.1 Case Study 
Directions: Read the following case study from the text. In small groups, discuss the case study and 
answer the questions that follow. Then, discuss your group’s responses with the rest of the class. 

A Day in the Life of Taylor 

Taylor is still trying to figure out their life in middle school. Taylor feels happiest on the basketball 
court and hanging out with their family. The school day, on the other hand, feels like an emotional 
struggle for Taylor.  

Taylor wants to fit in with the “cool kids” at school. They sometimes start drama and conflict within 
their friend group and with others. Still, Taylor feels a sense of pride at being part of the in-crowd.  

However, trying so hard to fit in has started to affect Taylor’s health. Hanging out with the cool kids 
makes Taylor feel like they are expected to be fit, wear cool clothes, have clear skin, and look confident. 
As a result, Taylor is constantly worrying and never feels good enough. The pressure of trying to fit in 
has weakened their self-esteem. 
Practice Your Skills: Make Decisions 

1. Imagine that a new student, Corey, becomes friends with Taylor. Corey is fun, athletic, and 
smart, but not the typical cool kid. With a partner, identify the decision Taylor needs to make 
regarding friends. 

Answer: 

2. List the options and the pros and cons of each option. 
Answer: 

3. Based on these pros and cons, identify what decision Taylor should make. 
Answer: 

4. Share this decision with the class and provide justification. 
Answer: 

Module 1 Workbook 
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Lesson 1.3: What Would You Do and Say? 
Communicate with Others and Make Decisions 

Directions: Imagine that you are in the following scenarios. Respond to the scenarios by indicating 
what you would do and say to resolve the conflict respectfully and effectively. Then with a partner, role 
play the scenarios demonstrating healthy practices and behaviors. 

Scenarios What Would You Do?  What Would you Say? 

I posted a picture last night on 
social media and was shocked this 
morning by the mean comments. I 
don’t care about most of the 
people who made the comments, 
but there was one person who I 
thought was a friend, and her 
comment really hurt. I am mad. 

Answer: Answer: 

I’m tired of my mom always 
yelling at me. I know she is 
exhausted, but it’s not fair to take 
it out on me. Yesterday, I asked if 
I could hang out with friends and 
go to the movies. She yelled at me 
and told me “no.” I am angry. 

Answer: Answer: 

I thought Lucas and I were really 
good friends. Lately, he has been 
hanging out with other people and 
seems to ignore me when I am 
around. I’m really annoyed. If this 
is how he is going to treat me, I 
want my skateboard back. 

Answer: Answer: 

Keily and I have been dating for 
three months. One of my friends 
recently told me that Keily has 
been flirting with someone else. I 
feel betrayed. 

Answer: Answer: 

During PE class, Peyton and I 
bumped into each other during the 
soccer game. Peyton yelled at me, 
so I yelled back. Peyton whispered 
that she was going to beat me up 
in the locker room after class. 

Answer: Answer: 

 

• Lesson Plans and Instructor Guides 
for Course Planning

• Ongoing Content Update Lessons
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People with healthy self-esteem do not always feel happy. Sometimes they 
face problems or feel a little down. However, they can cope with hard times.

People with healthy self-esteem view negative events and failures as 
chances to learn. They accept criticism. They take responsibility for their 
choices. When they run into obstacles, they make a new plan. They are also 
willing to ask for help.

Internal and External Factors Affecting Self-Esteem
• Self-image
• Social interactions with family members, friends, and others
• Home, school, community, and cultural environments
• Life events and personal experiences
• Media, such as television, movies, and social networking sites

Goodheart-Willcox Publisher

Figure 4.1.5 Many 
factors affect self-esteem.

Practice Your Skills Practice Health-Enhancing Behaviors

Mental Health ConnectionsBUILDING YOUR SKILLS

Choose three ideas from the list above and 
make a personalized plan for boosting mental and 
emotional health. For example, making a list of 
people who make you feel good about yourself. 

Create a chart to implement these three behaviors 
over the course of a week. Throughout the week, 
write a journal entry each day reflecting on your 
thoughts, feelings, and impact of the behaviors.

How You Can Build Your Self-Esteem

Building self-esteem is not easy. However, 
everyone can learn to feel better about themselves. 

If you do not see yourself in a positive way, try 
one of the following strategies. This will help build 
your self-esteem. 

 • Set a reasonable goal to improve your self-care. 
Eat healthy foods, get plenty of sleep, and be 
physically active.

 • Make a list of things you enjoy doing. Choose 
one of these to do every day. Keep adding to 
your list as you discover new activities you enjoy.

 • Spend time with people who make you feel 
good about yourself. Be someone who makes 
others feel good, too. 

 • Do something nice for someone else. Pay a 
compliment. Hold the door open. Do someone 
a favor.

 • Make a list of your skills and abilities. Ask friends 
or relatives what they think if you need help. Look 
at this list when you feel down about yourself.

 • Focus on your strengths. Remind yourself of your 
positive qualities.

 • Acknowledge your areas for growth. Consider 
where you can improve or what skills you can 
build.

ileezhun/Shutterstock.com
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• Aligns to the CDC’s Health Education Curriculum Analysis Tool (HECAT)
• Is the most current health education program available
• Contains content that is written by health experts and reviewed by professional 

reviewers to ensure it is objective, accurate, current, and inclusive 
• Designed to promote a lifetime of health and wellness

New to the 2025 editions 
• UPDATED information about substance use, FOMO (fear of missing out), mental 

health topics, disabilities, disease prevention, body positivity, and reproductive 
justice

• UPDATED lesson plans with options for differentiation
• UPDATED skills-based activities embedded throughout, written by experts and 

award-winning health Teachers of the Year
• NEW skill rubrics, to assess all of the skills-based activities in the program
• UPDATED to include the most up-to-date, medically accurate health information 

along with current, appropriate, inclusive terminology

New 2025 
Copyright

Health Skills for High School provides both the information students need to make responsible decisions and the opportunity to practice 
building new skills related to nutrition, physical activity, mental health, and other important subjects. This new edition features current and 
relevant health topics such as public health, social justice, opioids, social media, mindfulness, empathy and resilience, health disparities, and 
much more. By using this program, students will be empowered to advocate for every area of their health, now and in the future.

Aligns with the National Health 
Education Standards and the 

National Sex Education Standards

Aligns with the National 
Health Education Standards

©2025, 5e, 544 pp., 752 pp
by Catherine Sanderson, Mark Zelman, Diane Farthing, Melanie Lynch, and Melissa Munsell

All assignments and assessments are 
editable, accessible resources! 

Simple design allows for easy import into 
Google Classroom or your LMS 

Spanish Resources
Included!

• Health Fundamentals and Skills
• Building Mental and Emotional Health
• Stress, Mental Health Conditions, and 

Coping Strategies
• Food, Nutrition, and Physical Activity
• Tobacco, Alcohol, and Other Drugs
• Safety
• Personal Health and Wellness
• Social Health

Two companion texts are available to 
accompany Essential Health Skills:

Human Development and Relationships 
•  Development, the Human Life Cycle, 
   and Relationships 
•  Violence 
•  STIs and Pregnancy 
Human Development, Relationships, and 
Sexual Health also includes
• Sexuality
• Sexual Feelings and Abstinence
• Pregnancy Prevention
Comprehensive Health Skills includes all 
of these lessons within the main text. 

Topics Include

Key Terms
drug allergy
drug sensitivity
medication
over-the-counter (OTC) 

medications
prescription medications
side effects

Safe Medication Use
Essential Question
What steps do you need to follow to use medications 
safely?

Lesson 5.1

Working in a small group, skim this lesson for key terms and write them on 
a separate piece of paper. Look up these terms in the dictionary or online. Then, 
write definitions for each term using your own words. Also write the term’s 
phonetic spelling. Underneath each definition, write an example of the term’s 
meaning in action. After listening to your teacher present this lesson, update 
your examples and review them with a partner. Practice pronouncing the terms 
by taking turns reading them aloud and correcting each other’s pronunciations.

Reading and Notetaking Activity

5.1-1 Types of Medications
A medication (also called medicine) treats disease or relieves 

symptoms such as pain. The four main reasons people use medications are 
to cure, manage, prevent, or treat symptoms of a disease.

How do people know a medication is safe to use and will help them? 
In the United States, companies developing new medications must run 

medication substance 
that treats disease or 
relieves symptoms

Understanding Medications
Analyze Influences With a partner, brainstorm reasons  someone would 
need to take a medication. What medication would the person need to take? 
For what reasons have you taken medications? What internal and external 
factors influence medication use? Next, discuss what you know about the 
health risks of taking medications. Have you ever experienced an unpleasant 
side effect from a medication? How do these health risks influence decisions 
about medication use? After reading this lesson, revisit the notes from your 
discussion and revise them to reflect what you learned.

Warm-Up Activity

Learning Outcomes
Look for the skills icon  to practice health skills.
After studying this lesson, you will be able to
5.1-1 differentiate between over-the-counter and prescription medications.
5.1-2 summarize common health risks associated with taking medications.
5.1-3 list safe strategies for choosing and using medications.
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Practice Your Skills

Teens often think about the immediate 
consequences of behavior. In the short-term, 
alcohol reduces inhibitions and causes impairment. 
Driving after drinking might seem like no big deal. 

Driving under the influence is a behavior that has 
long-term consequences, however. A DUI or motor 
vehicle accident can change a community and each 
person’s life.

Health Across the Life Span
The Consequences of Drunk Driving Do Not Go Away

Advocate for Health
On your own, list the legal, social, and physical 

consequences a teen could face for driving under 
the influence, getting a DUI, and getting into a 
motor vehicle accident. Then share your list with a 
partner. Discuss why some teens drink alcohol and 
drive, despite the consequences. 

What strategies would help teens 
make better choices and not drive under 
the influence? Think about how you 
could encourage teens in your school and 
community to avoid driving under the 
influence. Commit to act on one of these ideas 
with your partner.

 

 Getting a DUI
A DUI can lead to 
a �ne, jail time, or 
a revoked license. 

There is no guarantee 
you will get your 

license back.

The choice to 
drive under the 

influence

A motor vehicle 
accident

Your car will be 
damaged. You, your 
passengers, and the 
people in the other 

vehicle may be 
seriously injured 

or die.

Your relationships
Maybe a serious injury has changed your life. Maybe 
you lost a close friend. Family members and friends 
may feel angry and hurt. Your relationship with your 

community may never be the same.

The rest of your life
The knowledge of 
the injury or death 

you caused will stay 
with you. So will a DUI 
charge on your record.

Road: Kolonko/Shutterstock.com; Icons clockwise from top left: PanicAttack/Shutterstock.com; larionova Olga 1 1/Shutterstock.com; Pavlo S/Shutterstock.com; Chipmunk131/Shutterstock.com
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High School Health

Health Skills for High School: Module 5 Workbook 
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Lesson 5.2 

Medication Misuse and Your Goals 
Set Goals 
Instructions: Your friend Amelia feels anxious a lot. She has to work hard to stay calm at school, 
surrounded by so much chaos. Amelia also tosses and turns at night with worry. Yesterday, Amelia 
texted you “Do you think I should try sedatives? They’re supposed to chill people out and help them 
sleep. It couldn’t hurt, right?” Answer the following questions about how misusing depressants can 
prevent Amelia from achieving her goals. 

1. What does Amelia want to achieve? What is the healthiest way for Amelia to achieve this? 
Answer: 

2. What are the potential side effects for Amelia of misusing depressants? 
A. Health effects: 
Answer: 

B. Mental changes: 
Answer: 

C. Social consequences: 
Answer: 

D. Legal consequences: 
Answer: 

3. How can depressants become an obstacle that would keep Amelia from reaching her goal from 
#1? Explain the dangers of self-medicating with medications and drugs. 

Answer: 
4. Set a SMART goal to help Amelia overcome the temptation to misuse medications. Whom can 

she reach out to for help or support? What strategies can she use to improve her health? 
Answer: 

Health Skills for High School: Lesson 5.2 Reading Guide 
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Lesson 5.2 Reading Guide 
Instructions: Answer the following questions as you read this lesson. 
5.2-1 Effects of Medication Misuse and Abuse 
Summary: Medication misuse is the use of medication in an unintended way. Medication abuse is a 
persistent (continuing) pattern of medication misuse. 

1. Explain the difference between medication misuse and medication abuse. 
Answer: 

Medications and the Brain 
1. In your own words, explain how the brain changes with medication abuse. 

Answer: 
Other Health Effects 

1. Cirrhosis is usually associated with drinking too much alcohol. Do you think people understand 
that medication misuse and abuse can also cause it? Explain your response. 

Answer: 
2. Has overdosing been a problem for your community? What substance seems to be most 

common? 
Answer: 

Mental, Social, and Legal Consequences 
1. Why might medication misuse make a person more likely to do a risky behavior or commit a 

crime? 
Answer: 

2. Do you think schools should expel students for misusing medications? Why or why not? 
Answer: 

5.2-2 Commonly Misused Medications 
Summary: Examples of commonly misused medications include depressants, opioids, stimulants, cold 
medications, diet pills, and performance-enhancing drugs (PEDs). 
Depressants 

1. Many famous musicians, actors, and actresses have overdosed and died from combining alcohol 
and depressants. Who have you heard of who died this way? 

Answer: 
Opioids 

1. What opioids have you heard of?  
Answer: 

2. People should not be in pain, but opioid abuse is a serious problem. What can we do to help 
reduce the number of lives lost? 

Answer: 

Instructor Resources

Student Handouts and Skills-Based Workbooks
Spanish Resources Included!

Scan the code to 
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See a Healthcare Professional
Medications treat a health condition or relieve its symptoms. You 

may be tempted to use an OTC medication for a health condition. 
Sometimes symptoms clearly point to the cause of a health condition. 
For example, many people know when they have a minor cold. Other 
times, the cause is uncertain. In these cases, OTC medications may not 
treat the real cause. 

You can ask your doctor or another healthcare professional about your 
health condition. To start this conversation with your doctor, use the 
following steps:

1. Make an appointment with your doctor. Ask a parent or guardian if 
you need help.

2. List your health concerns or symptoms. Bring this list to your 
appointment.

3. Tell your doctor about any drug allergies or sensitivities. Also tell your 
doctor about any medications, drugs, and dietary supplements you are 
taking. 

4. If the doctor prescribes a medication, ask about directions. Ask about 
warnings and side effects. Write these details down. You can also ask 
if a generic, less-expensive version is available. Ask your doctor about 
OTC medications that are right for you.

5. Fill the medication prescription at a pharmacy. If you have more 
questions, you can talk to the pharmacist without an appointment.

Make Decisions
Using the decision-making process, work 

through this scenario. Make a healthy decision 
based on all the information that you know.

Practice Your Skills
At 16 years old, Nadia’s life is full of exciting 

changes, and she is a junior in high school. Between 
all of her schoolwork, she enjoys hanging out with 
friends and going to parties on the weekends. Most 
of her friends think using drugs is a bad idea. A few 

of her friends have started taking Vicodin® to get 
high though. They say Vicodin® is a prescription 
medication, so it is not the same as using drugs. 
Nadia's own experience seems to say something else. 
She knows a lot of people are getting treatment for 
opioid addiction in her community. A friend of hers 
lost a sibling to opioid overdose just last year.

One day, after a long and frustrating afternoon at 
school, Nadia walks into her friend’s home. She finds 
her friend and another friend getting high. Her friend 
asks if she wants to join.

Case Study
The Reality of Medication Abuse
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Goodheart–Willcox Publisher Correlation of Fitness and Wellness 
Skills ©2025 to the Society of Health and Physical Educators Grade-
Level Outcomes (SHAPE GLOs) 

Standard S1: The physically literate individual demonstrates competency in a variety of motor 
skills and movement patterns. 
Breakout H1: Lifetime activities 

Level Narrative Activity 
(L1) Demonstrates 
competency and/or refines 
activity-specific movement 
skills in 2 or more lifetime 
activities (outdoor pursuits, 
individual-performance 
activities, aquatics, net-wall 
games or target games). 

Online Instructor Resources 
Location: 
Module 8, Student Lesson 8.2: 

Physical Literacy Across the 
Lifespan, "Middle Adulthood" 
section 

Online Instructor Resources 
Location: 
Module 8, Lesson 8.2 Handout: 

Middle Adulthood Exit Ticket 

Lifetime Activities Module, 
Aquatics, Interactive Lesson 1: 
Water Safety and Basics 

Lifetime Activities Module, 
Aquatics, Interactive Lesson 2: 
Treading Water 

Lifetime Activities Module, 
Aquatics, Interactive Lesson 3: 
Freestyle and Backstroke 

Lifetime Activities Module, 
Aquatics, Interactive Lesson 4: 
Completing a Water Workout 

Lifetime Activities Module, 
Aquatics, Skills Assessment 

Lifetime Activities Module, 
Gymnastics and Tumbling, 
Interactive Lesson 1: 
Introduction to Tumbling 

Lifetime Activities Module, 
Gymnastics and Tumbling, 
Interactive Lesson 2: Balance 
Skills 

Lifetime Activities Module, 
Gymnastics and Tumbling, 
Interactive Lesson 3: 
Cartwheel and Handstand 

Fitness Activity: Balloon Drills—Page 1 
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Fitness Activity: Balloon Drills 
Balloon Drills will help students develop their reaction time. This activity can be used as 
part of a warm-up or as a station during a workout. Students can work individually or 
with a partner to accomplish the activity goals. 

Activity Goals 
 Enable students to perform skills and appropriate techniques at a basic level of 

competency. (meets TEKS 2C) 

 Enable students to recognize and respond to challenges, successes, and failures in 
physical activities in socially appropriate ways. (meets TEKS 4C) 

 Teach students to demonstrate proper etiquette, respect for others, and teamwork 
while engaging in physical activity and/or social dance. (meets SHAPE GLO 
S4.H2.L1) 

Materials Needed 
 Colored balloons (two for each student). 

Activity Preparation 
 Gather the materials needed and prepare the activity space. The activity space 

should be large enough for students to move freely without running into each 
other. 

 To save time, have the students blow up their own balloon(s). 

 If you do not have enough balloons for each student to have two, consider pairing 
them off or using this activity as a station drill. 

Activity Instructions 
1. The goal of this activity is for students to keep the balloons in the air as long as 

possible by tapping them with their hands. 
2. Start by asking students to alternate colors (or balloons) for each tap. 
3. Students should try to complete 20 total balloon taps. If they are working in pairs, 

students should give the balloons to their partner after achieving 20 taps. 
Add a Challenge 

 Have students perform an exercise, such as a jumping jack, between taps. 

 Rather than using their hands, challenge students to use a different body part to 
keep balloons up in the air. 
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Fitness Activity: Speedball 
Speedball is a fun, action-packed activity that has many fitness and skill-related benefits. 
It is an easy game to set up. Once students learn the basic rules, they tend to enjoy 
playing. Speedball can be easily adapted to provide variations to meet all skill levels. You 
will find that speedball can be a lead-in game to other sports like Ultimate Frisbee™ and 
team handball. 
Speedball is similar to Ultimate Frisbee™, football, soccer, and team handball. It is fast-
paced, with lots of scoring opportunities. It is easy for students to learn and, with 
practice, become successful when playing this game. You can have students play three-
on-three or up to six-on-six for this game. Consider introducing the Speedball Lead-Up 
activity before using this activity in your class.  

Activity Goals 
 Teach students to apply procedures to ensure safety. (meets TEKS 2A) 

 Have students participate in a variety of activities that develop health-related 
fitness. (meets TEKS 3F) 

 Enable students to describe and analyze the relationship between physical activity 
and social and emotional health concepts. (meet TEKS 4A) 

 Enable students to recognize and respond to challenges, successes, and failures in 
physical activities in socially appropriate ways. (meets TEKS 4C) 

 Encourage students to use communication skills and strategies that promote team 
or group dynamics. (meets SHAPE GLO S4.H3.L1) 

Materials Needed 
 Coated foam ball or volleyball (one per game of three-on-three or six-on-six). 

 Cones (four per game; two cones to mark each end zone). 

Activity Preparation 
 Gather the materials needed and prepare the activity space. Form rectangles using 

the cones. The area within the cones is the passing area. The areas beyond the two 
cones on each of the short ends of the rectangle are the scoring zones (like the end 
zones of a football field).  

 Three-on-three games can be played on a basketball court from sideline to 
sideline. If your students will be playing outdoors, a 25-by-25-yard space, 
including scoring zones, should be sufficient.  
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Breakout H2: Dance and rhythms 
Level Narrative Activity 
(L1) Demonstrates 
competency in in dance forms 
used in cultural and social 
occasions (e.g., weddings, 
parties), or demonstrates 
competency in 1 form of dance 
(e.g., ballet, modern, hip hop, 
tap). 

Online Instructor Resources 
Location: 
Lifetime Activities Module, 

Rhythm and Dance, 
Introduction: Important 
Information on the Elements of 
Dance 

Online Instructor Resources 
Location: 
Lifetime Activities Module, Rhythm 

and Dance, Interactive Lesson 
1: First Element of Dance—
Body 

Lifetime Activities Module, Rhythm 
and Dance, Interactive Lesson 
2: Second Element of Dance—
Action 

Lifetime Activities Module, Rhythm 
and Dance, Interactive Lesson 
3: Third Element of Dance—
Space 

Lifetime Activities Module, Rhythm 
and Dance, Interactive Lesson 
4: Fourth Element of Dance—
Time 

Lifetime Activities Module, Rhythm 
and Dance, Interactive Lesson 
5: Fifth Element of Dance—
Energy 

Lifetime Activities Module, Rhythm 
and Dance, Interactive Lesson 
6: Create Your Own Dance 

(L2) Demonstrates 
competency in a form of dance 
by choreographing a dance or 
by giving a performance. 

Online Instructor Resources 
Location: 
Lifetime Activities Module, 

Rhythm and Dance, 
Introduction: Important 
Information on the Elements of 
Dance 

Online Instructor Resources 
Location: 
Lifetime Activities Module, Rhythm 

and Dance, Skills Assessment 

Breakout H3: Fitness activities 
Level Narrative Activity 
(L1) Demonstrates 
competency in 1 or more 
specialized skills in health-
related fitness activities. 

Online Instructor Resources 
Location: 
Module 2, Student Lesson 2.1: 

Developing Health-Related 
Fitness, “Cardiorespiratory 
Endurance,” “Muscular 
Endurance,” “Muscular 

Online Instructor Resources 
Location: 
Module 2, Lesson 2.1 Teacher-

Directed Activity: Performing a 
Tabata Training Workout 

All assignments and assessments are editable, accessible 
resources! Simple design allows for easy import into 

Google Classroom or your LMS 
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• Self-Defense
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Module 5
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Module 6
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Module 7
Using Technology Responsibly

Module 8
Being Physically Active for Life
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Fitness and Wellness Skills is a standards-based, comprehensive, online course curriculum that includes all of the resources teachers 
need for their fitness and PE courses. Cognitive learning is reinforced with numerous active-learning opportunities—getting students 
moving while engaging with the knowledge they have just acquired. 

The ultimate time-saving program, Fitness and Wellness Skills contains everything teachers need, all in one location. 

• Aligns to the applicable SHAPE GLOs for high school

• Includes detailed lesson plans and activity instructions that help teachers plan each 
day, facilitate active learning, and debrief students

• Gives students the knowledge, tools, and skills that they need to develop safe,  
effective fitness plans 

• Teaches the benefits of and strategies for achieving physical, social, and emotional 
wellness throughout their lives
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• UPDATED and NEW lesson plans ready for implementation

• UPDATED format for student lessons provides valuable content knowledge to 
supplement active learning
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Catherine Sanderson is the Poler Family Professor and Chair of Psychology at Amherst College. Her research has received grant 
funding from the National Science Foundation and the National Institutes of Health. She was named one of the country’s top 300 
professors by The Princeton Review. 

Mark Zelman is a Professor of Biology at Aurora University with published articles on microbiology, infectious disease, 
autoimmune disease, and biotechnology. He has also written college texts on human diseases and infection control.

William Bode is a retired Physical Education and Health educator with 30 years of 
teaching experience. William was honored with the North Carolina High School PE 
Teacher of the Year award. He was named the SHAPE Southern District High School 
PE Teacher of the Year in 2017.

Written by Experts in
Health and Physical Education

“Your hard work and attention to detail truly shine through. I am impressed by the quality and 
content of the presentation. I am so excited!”     —High School Administrator, Kansas 
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4,000 educators 
served, and counting

98% PD customer 
satisfaction

60 PD sessions
facilitated last year

Empowering educators through meaningful learning 
experiences improves the quality and effectiveness of teaching.

Let G-W provide your team with personalized instructional 
design options and high-quality Professional Development (PD) 
sessions that deliver new knowledge, skills, and experiences to 
help you improve and grow in your career.

Check out our On-Demand Library and Instructional 
Strategies to inspire your work as an educator.

Learn more at www.g-w.com/pd

Professional Development

Most Popular PD Sessions
Activate the Textbook
Explore easy, ready-to-use ideas and strategies to energize your classroom, increase student engagement, and allow 
learners to interact with the content in multiple ways. Practice these interactive strategies to engage, explore, explain, and 
extend learning across any discipline as you model student choice by delving into content applicable to your program.
Time: 90–120 minutes  Delivery: In person or virtual

5 Instructional Strategies in 50 Minutes
Looking for new instructional strategies to use as your students interact with content? Let us explore five strategies, each 
aligned with one of the 5Es (engage, explore, explain, extend, evaluate) of the 5E lesson structure. You will walk away with 
five new strategies to use in your classroom tomorrow.
Time: 50 minutes   Delivery: In person or virtual

5 Effective Strategies to Unlock the Power of Classroom Discussion
Discussion is a powerful tool in the classroom. Class discussions are used primarily as a tactic to raise student engagement, 
often as an “icebreaker” activity or to activate students’ prior knowledge. But class discussions can also be a rich source 
of data that allow teachers to understand the thinking of their students. Current research explains how discussion can 
increase student learning, and support teachers in understanding and assessing student thinking. Join us to experience five 
strategies to unlock the power of discussion in your classroom.
Time: 60–180 minutes  Delivery: In person or virtual

Health Education

Physical Education

Pedagogy Developed by SHAPE America Teachers of the Year!
High School Health Pedagogy 

Diane Farthing, the 2019 California Association for Health, Physical 
Education, Recreation, and Dance (CAHPERD) Health Teacher of the Year and 
the 2020 SHAPE America Western District Teacher of the Year

Melanie Lynch, the 2016 SHAPE America National Health Education Teacher 
of the Year

Melissa Munsell, the former K–12 Health Education Lead at North East 
Independent School District in San Antonio, Texas, and a past vice president 
of the Texas Association for Health, Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance 
(TAHPERD)

Middle School Health Pedagogy 

Lindsay Armbruster, the 2013 New York Health Teacher of the Year and the 
2014 SHAPE America Eastern District Health Teacher of the Year 

Mary McCarley, the 2016 North Carolina High School Teacher of the Year for 
Health Education and the SHAPE America 2016 High School Southern District 
Teacher of the Year for Health Education
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